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AuthorHouse. Paperback. Condition: New. 316 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 1.0in.The eldest
child of divorced parents, Rachel Ann Eggars (Rae) keeps house while her mother brings home the
bacon. Her hopes and dreams must take a back seat to the needs of their family. Hard work,
discipline, a capable mind and a winning personality enable Rachel to excel and earn a scholarship
to college. But college would soon take a back seat. On a plane to London, Rae meets Gordon
Prescot, II. After a whirl-wind romance, they marry in Paris. A decade later, Gordon is a happily
married, successful architect. Rae is lonely, childless, and unfulfilled living in her husbands shadow.
If only she could have a baby. Then, she would have something of her own. After fantasizing for
months about becoming a mother, Rae learns she can never have children. She is devastated.
Desperate to accomplish one dream of her own, she returns to where her life changed direction. At
school in Tennessee Rae embarks on a path of self-discovery that reveals more than she could ever
have imagined. She soon discovers that her most valuable lessons will be learned outside the
classroom. Further, the price for Raes...
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful for all group of men and women. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and valuable. Your way of life span will be transform
when you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Prof. Trever Torphy-- Prof. Trever Torphy

A fresh electronic book with a new viewpoint. I was able to comprehended every thing using this written e pdf. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Isom Nader I-- Isom Nader I
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